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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Task Models and Diagrams for User Interface Design, TAMODIA 2006, held in Hasselt, Belgium in October 2006.
The 23 revised full papers presented together with 1 invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for inclusion in the book. The workshop focused on different forms of models, diagrammatic and formal notations, and analytic frameworks used to understand human tasks and activities with computers and technology. The papers are organized in topical sections on tool support, model-based interface development, user interface patterns, bridging the gap: driven by models, task-centered design, multi-modal user interfaces, reflections on tasks and activities in modeling, as well as context and plasticity.
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Pro ASP.NET Web API Security: Securing ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	ASP.NET Web API is a key part of ASP.NET MVC 4 and the platform of choice for building RESTful services that can be accessed by a wide range of devices. Everything from JavaScript libraries to RIA plugins, RFID readers to smart phones can consume your services using platform-agnostic HTTP.

	

	With such wide accessibility,...
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Basics of Contemporary Cryptography for IT PractitionersWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive introduction to cryptography without using complex mathematical constructions. The themes are conveyed in a form that only requires a basic knowledge of mathematics, but the methods are described in sufficient detail to enable their computer implementation. The book describes the main techniques...
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Time Domain Electromagnetics (Academic Press Series in Engineering)Academic Press, 1999


	In recent times, we have seen increased interest in the direct time domain methods to calculate

	electromagnetic scattering/interaction phenomenon. This may be due to the surge in activities

	in the areas of EMP, short-pulse radar, or other related applications. It may also be due to the

	fact that the time domain methods have several...
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System Modelling and SimulationNew Age Publications, 2009

	Almost half a century has passed since System Analysis emerged as an independent field in Physical Sciences. Number of books and research papers has appeared in the literature and a need is felt to have a systematic one to the study of the subject. The basic techniques of Modeling and Simulation are now being taught in undergraduate...
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Bayesian Biostatistics and Diagnostic MedicineCRC Press, 2007


	Bayesian methods are being used more often than ever before in biology and

	medicine. For example, at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer

	Center, Bayesian sequential stopping rules routinely are used for the design

	of clinical trials. This book is based on the author’s experience working with

	a variety of...
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Lifehacker: The Guide to Working Smarter, Faster, and BetterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A new edition, packed with even more clever tricks and methods that make everyday life easier


	Lifehackers redefine personal productivity with creative and clever methods for making life easier and more enjoyable. This new edition of a perennial bestseller boasts new and exciting tips, tricks, and methods that strike a...
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